DATRI STAY
The Lockdown Link
COVID-19 Special Edition
From the Management desk
Dear Friends & Supporters of DATRI,
Hope you and your families are safe, healthy and optimistic.
A couple of months back we could not imagine days like this, but now here we are confined in personal spaces, except for our
healthcare workers who are working tirelessly !
Every cloud has a silver lining and the good part is we can continue our services while working from home with a committed team
enabled by technology.
DATRI is proud that all of us are connected to the lifesaving mission at every level even during this uncertainty. This pandemic has
made almost everything stop. But cancer doesn’t have a pause button, it keeps its pace. The vulnerable are the most affected. No one
understands the value of time better than we do. The time taken to counsel a donor, get the medical check-up (IDMs) of the donor
done, collect the Blood stem cells, transport the product to the patient’s location; we know the value of each second in all these processes which directly impact the way we serve. So, even during these challenging times we understand that our Patients need us now
more than ever and did our last donation on 24th March 2020, after the lockdown was declared.
We are totally dedicated to helping every patient who is seeking a matched donor to save his/her life. For us, the safety of our donors
as well as our employees is extremely important. If there are willing donors who are ready to donate their Blood Stem Cells to save
patients who need an urgent transplant, we will do everything possible to make sure the product reaches the patient. We have reached
out to State and Central Governments to obtain the necessary permissions to carry out collection and transportation processes.
We are glad to hear that Blood Stem Cell donations and transplants are being conducted in other parts of the world with an exceptional
security blanket even during this pandemic. We also wish the same is implemented in India for the benefit of the patients.
The DATRI team is incredibly fortunate to have all your support and understanding without which we would not be able to function.
Stay Safe, Stay Healthy !
Warm Regards

Claudia Rutt
Chief Financial Officer

Sethukarasi
Head - Operations

Sumati Misra
Head - Counselling and TCM

TEAM DATRI

#SAVEFROMHOME
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Numbers That Matter

A major casualty of the COVID-19 pandemic is the dramatic decrease in the number of collections that were planned in the
month of April, but couldn't be successfully executed because of the Nationwide lockdown. We are ready for the collections in
May 2020 and expecting many collections to support our patients in need.

DATRI Online Registrations
We had received 52 online Blood Stem Cell Donor registrations from the last week of March to date. DATRI is grateful for the ones who
have registered with us considering the importance of expanding the registry for the benefit of Indian patients. We will send swab kit as
soon as the postal services are resumed. Thank you for your kindness and patience. If any of your friends | family | colleagues want to
become a Blood Stem Cell Donor, please ask them to register @ www.datri.org/join
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Funds received from Jan to Mar 2020
Month

Amount

Jan 2020

₹ 8,97,119

Feb 2020

₹ 5,60,304

Mar 2020

₹ 34,79,971

The below numbers clearly define the drastic decrease in the
searches which has come to us in the month of April due to the
lockdown. We would like to take this oppurtunity to
inform you that we are continuing our work from home
and our employees are performing searches which
has come to us. So keep sending us requests and
help us save more lives.
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Inside DATRI
With the spread of COVID-19, the imminent need for ensuring the
safety of employees at workplace was discussed and preventive
measures like providing masks, gloves, sanitizers etc to the employees were identified and initiated. Overall sanitization of the
entire Chennai office with special attention to the workstations and
pantry area were done to ensure safety of our colleagues.
The next step was ‘Work from Home’. During the 1st discussion,
we realised that a lot of background work was required before the
team could be ready to work from home. We were determined that
the work should continue while the employees worked safely and
comfortably from home.

Managing People Remotely
A plan for communication, self-care logging hours was designed to
ensure our employees stay safe and healthy during the lockdown.
All managers were guided to maintain a positive employee experience with each and every one in their team and drive their teams
to effectively achieve the organization’s requirements.
If an employee steps out of his / her house for any DATRI related
work such as IDMs or product transport etc. The
reporting manager as well as the departmental
connect are in constant touch with the employee.
All necessary permissions are taken (in
advance) from the police/ public officials etc to
support the team.
The team ensures that the products are
delivered successful and the IDMs
completed without jeopardising donor
or employee safety.

Earlu Sirisha
Senior Associate - Human
Resources

Information Technology Enables Remote
Work (Work from Home) - DATRI has 2 clear

groups of employees – one set who works remotely which
includes all field / regional teams and the second group who work
from Chennai office. So, we started with the basics

1. Getting technology in an order – Getting a list of people who
would require laptops / tablets. This list was then segregated into
people who had personal laptops and those who needed laptops
to be issued to them. It was not possible to procure approx
30 additional laptops at such short notice. Employees were
issued password protected official laptops and tablets (wherever
possible)
2. Configuration of relevant software – we asked the
employees to get their laptops to the office and we configured the
relevant software and access to the DARTI systems

3. Bandwidth / Wi-Fi access – Internet connection should be
more robust to connect from home or allow to do video conferences or meetings. A list was created to understand how many people
had Wi-Fi access at home, some employees did not have Wi-Fi
and hence dongles needed to be procured for them with prepaid
plans. Dongles were out of stock in Chennai and hence we
reached out to our colleague in Vellore (Thilaga) and asked her to
buy the same and courier them to Chennai. Luckily, she was able
to buy the dongles, which were selling as hot cakes as more and
more people were working from home. We got data sims activated
for the employees and ensured that they had the required
bandwidth to continue the work from home.
4. Employees at different locations – Usage of VPN and
virtual desktops has provided a uniform and secure environment
for remote team, despite various locations in India. The IT team
ensured that employees were updated on process to be followed
and ensure adequate bandwidth at the server for the multiple
users accessing the data.
5. Data Security policies - Data security is a significant
challenge when working with remote teams. Remote security
addresses the issues through data policies that cover remote data
access, Password management, device management, network
compliance and others. We created and got signed from employees, the confidential agreement working from home- COVID-19
during the pandemic.
6. Dry run / Testing – Once the laptops were configured and
the Wi-Fi connected, the IT team asked all employees to check the
connection at work so that we could trouble shoot any hiccups.
7. Manuals created – Manuals were created and shared on how
to configure outlook, access the software, access VPN, etc
8. IT and network infrastructure – Endpoint security
becomes extremely important when working remotely. Deploying
secure VPN and network protocols to make sure the endpoint
security of IT and network infrastructure was done.
9. Remote IT Support – Some of our
colleagues are not tech-savvy. As more
roles move to remote, non-technical
remote workers faced challenges.
Usage of remote and cloud tools to deliver IT support has helped maintain seamless security and made troubleshooting
easy across the remote workforce
While there are many challenges in ensuring smooth working remotely, one of the
positives has been that employees are
becoming used to emailing their issues
and requests, which makes it easier to
track and manage.

Namitha.V
Senior Associate - IT
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In the Spotlight

India's first e-Donor Recipient Meet
held on Recipient's 16th birthday

India's first e-Donor Recipient Meet

Watch the heartwarming moments
of India’s first e-DRM here:

"An invisible red thread connects those destined to meet,
regardless of time, place or circumstance. The thread may stretch
or tangle, but never break. " -Ancient Chinese Proverb

https://youtu.be/rKbBS3qJDr4

9th April 2018 - A kind young man from Mumbai had donated his
blood stem cells to a stranger. All he knew then was he was
donating to a 14-year-old boy who was fighting leukemia and that
he was the only person in the world who had the power to save his
life. This young man also knew that DATRI would guide him every
step of the way to make this happen. These lifesaving blood stem
cells were for the 14-year-old Ansh who was in the BMT unit of a
hospital in faraway city of Bangalore. It was these blood stem cells
that gave Ansh a second chance at life, a chance to fight leukemia
and a chance to be a happy.
In the times of lockdown, Ansh, now cured of leukemia, turned 16
on 17th April 2020. DATRI planned a surprise video call for Ansh
with his secret donor. Consent from Ansh's parents was taken,
Ansh’s transplant physician, Dr Sunil Bhat of Mazumdar Shaw
Cancer Center was also brought in into this surprise mission!
Ansh’s brother, Atharva from Canada was also looped in. Our
mystery donor was elated to finally meet his recipient whose life
he had changed forever. What started off as a plan to surprise our
16-year-old fighter soon turned into a merry party within the safety
of social distancing from our homes!
When Ansh and his parents Meghana and Ravi Jadhav dialed into
the video call, Ansh had no idea whom he was going to meet. His
parent's excitement though was palpable. When we unveiled
Ansh's mystery donor-Monish, it truly was an emotional moment
for everyone in the conference call. Meghana could not hold back
her tears nor could she get over the coincidence of her son's
savior having the same name as her own brother!
Meghana and Ravi finally saw the person they had
only imagined about. As Ravi shared, they would
often wonder about this nameless stranger
because of whom their family is smiling today.
And to finally see him was a surreal moment for
all.
DATRI is grateful for Dr Sunil Bhat’s support and the
time he took out of his tight schedule to be part of
this happy moment.
Monish and his lovely wife, Forum, wished Ansh and
blessed him as he cut his birthday cake. Monish's
family- his parents, brother's family all stopped by
on the video call to wish Ansh. That invisible red
thread that connects Monish and Ansh stays intact. DATRI didn’t
let the lockdown come in the way of bringing
happiness to patients.

Gayathri Shenoy
Head - Patient Relations

Press Releases
DATRI organized a surprise gift for Ansh Jadhav, in
India‛s first every virtual Donor Recipient Meet during
this lockdown.

https:/ www.moviematemedia.com/detailcategory/datri-organized-a-surprise-gift-for-ansh-jadhav-in-indias-first-every-virtual-donor-recipient-meet-during-this-lockdown
https://www.moviematemedia.com/detailcategory/datri-organhttps:/ www.moviematemedia.com/detailcategory/datri-organized-a-surprise-gift-for-ansh-jadhav-in-indias-first-every-virtual-donor-recipient-meet-during-this-lockdown
zed-a-surprise-gift-for-ansh-jadhav-in-indias-first-every-virtual-do
https:/ www.moviematemedia.com/detailcategory/datri-organized-a-surprise-gift-for-ansh-jadhav-in-indias-first-every-virtual-donor-recipient-meet-during-this-lockdown
nor-recipient-meet-during-this-lockdown
Ravi Jadhav thanked the person who became an angel for
the boy
hthttps://marathi.peepingmoon.com/entertaintps:/ marathi.peepingmoon.com/entertainment-news/news/6596/ravi-jadhav-thanks-to-stem-cell-doner-for-save-his-son-life.html
https:
/ marathi.peepingmoon.com/entertainment-news/news/6596/ravi-jadhav-thanks-to-stem-cell-doner-for-save-his-son-life.html
ment-news/news/6596/ravi-jadhav-thanks-to-stem-cell-doner-for
h-save-his-son-life.html
t ps:/marathi.pe pingmo n.com/entertainment-news/news/6596/ravi-jadhav-thanks-to-stem-cel -doner-for-save-his- on-life.html
Ravi jadhav‛s son returns from death young cancer
survivour, meets his life saver on his 16th-birthday.
https://www.lokmat.com/marathi-cinema/ravi-jadhavs-son-returns-door-death-young-cancer-survivor-e-meets-life-saver-16th-birthday/

https://www.lokmat.com/marathi-cinema/ravi-jadhavs-son-returns-door-death-young-cancer-survivor-e-meets-life-saver-16th-birthday/
htps:/w w.lokmat.com/ ar thi-cnema/r vi-jadhavs- on-returns-do r-deJadhav's
ath-young-cancer-survi or-eme ts-life-saver-16th-birthday/
Ravi
cancer survivor gets special birthday
surprise
http://ravi-jadhavs-son-returns-door-death-young-cancer-survivor-e-meets-life-saver-16th-birthday/

http:/ ravi-jadhavs-son-returns-door-death-young-cancer-survivor-e-meets-life-saver-16th-birthday/
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The Extra Mile
DATRI had a donation scheduled on 23rd
March 2020 for a patient in Italy. The donor had
gone to his hometown at Agartala, Tripura and
returned to Bangalore for the donation. Due to
the pandemic the Italian registry was unable to
send a courier and asked us to cryopreserve
the product or plan a product transport to them.
While we were trying to plan the logistics for
this, the Italian registry asked for a
postponement of the date of
collection but the donor was already
in Bangalore and lockdown was
declared before the donor could
plan his return to his hometown.
On 26th March, the donor called
me seeking help. He said he was all alone in the city and was
having cough & fever, as these are also symptoms of COVID-19,
he was worried. I helped him to consult a doctor via the
Government Helpline. I was aware that the donor had occasional
cough for the past month, I had accompanied him during IDMs,
but considering the present situation Dr. Bharath (COVID-19
specialist) who spoke to our donor via a conference call, advised
him to be quarantined at home and take precautions.
I tried to get the donor tested for COVID-19, but due to the
lockdown in Bangalore, there was no transportation available.
There was only one test center at that time, which was BMCRI
with no ambulance services. I also contacted Corona-Warriors
and asked for their help. I tried with other labs too, but they
informed me that private tests would start only from 1st April
2020.This left us with no option but isolation of the donor.
I understood the plight of him in a city with no help and being
worried of the infection. I was in constant touch via phone to
provide moral-support and ensure he knows that DATRI cares.
I travelled approx. 20 kms from my house to visit him and gave
medicines and food items.
On 1st April, the donor called to inform that he was having rashes.
When we video called the doctor, it was found that the donor was
allergic to paracetamol. This required a change in medicine.
I brought him the new medicines along some daily needs.
I maintained social distancing and followed all precautions during
my visits. Even after 15 days of the prescribed medication, the
donor’s cold was not cured, though his fever was down. So on
16th April, we visited the doctor's clinic. I purchased masks and
gloves for the donor. It’s been more than 12 days and we were still
taking care of him. The good news is that his infections are
reduced, and he is back to normal now. He is extremely positive
and willing to donate, whenever the request comes.
This was an experience for a lifetime not just for him but for me
too. Being the face of DATRI in this situation gave me a chance to
be empathetic and supportive. I am also thankful that DATRI
believed in me to handle the situation and supported my actions.

Jeevan R B
Associate - Donor Relations

COVID didn't change the way we care

Aby Sam John

Jisha Surendren

Amal P.M

Udhayan Samuvel Deepu Saju Samuel
Raj

The donor Hiba was initially counselled by our colleague Jisha.
Since Hiba was the youngest donor from Kerala, her uncle had a
lot of queries. So our Manager Aby took over the counselling and
spoke to Hiba and family, patiently explained the processes, the
safety measures we follow and hence clarifying all their doubts.
After counselling they agreed immediately and the donation was
planned within a couple of days. Jisha was with the donor as a
moral support during the IDMs and our team member Amal
travelled during the risky situations to give the donor GCSF
injections.
Once the donation in Kochi was over, we spoke to a known
travel agency and arranged the transportation immediately. We
suggested two drivers to travel along with my team member
Udhayan, so that they didn’t have to stay back in Chennai to rest
after the long travel. We went to the nearby police station and
requested permission for the travel. We also handed over a copy
of the transportation letter from the hospital and DATRI.
Understanding the importance of the product reaching the
Transplant Center on time, the cops immediately issued permit.
They also went the extra mile by sharing the station number in
case of any hindrances on the way. Udhayan along with the two
drivers started the journey around 9:00 am in the morning. The
DATRI team followed the lockdown protocol and were in constant
contact with Udayan while he travelled to the Transplant Centre to
deliver the product and on his return back to Kochi.
This challenging yet satisfying product transport will be a
memorable journey not only for Kerala team but for all of us at
DATRI. I take this opportunity to thank the donor and the recipient
family for the trust they have in DATRI, for believing that we
will fight all odds for our patients, our hospital staffs, the police
department, and the drivers who came forward to ensure this
donation is successful.

Deepu Saju Samuel
Senior Associate - Collection Center
Management
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The Driving Force

The Super-Support System

During the lockdown a patient’s father reached us
through social media since his child was in urgent
need of transplant. I came to know that the
patient family is from Surat and I was on this
immediately. My colleague Ishwar had already
counseled this donor and also collected the CT.
When I took over I tried to reach the donor
but he didn’t respond, so I got help from
MituBhai, who’s a DATRI donor. After
several attempts I got in touch with
the donor. He shared his concern
that his father is a heart patient
and
traveled to another city
prior to locked down and was now
there. His younger brother is also
unwell and needs someone at
home to be taken care of. The
donor agreed for donation if we
could support him in bringing back his father home. This involved
a lot of permissions from the Collectors office and logistical
support from our side. So I got approvals from my Manager and
spearheaded the process understanding the importance of time.
I ran from pillar to post to get permissions and arrange
transportation for his father and the donor who should come for
IDMs.

Our DATRI Vizag volunteers, started their journey with a jaw-dropping roadshow to bring awareness amongst the public about
DATRI and now they are part of a larger cause being part of the
DATRI Volunteer Engagement Program. The idea of forming a
DATRI volunteer program during this lockdown was to bring
together a team of passionate, result-driven, and energetic
volunteers across India.

In the evening the donor called me and shared that his wife wants
to come with him for the IDM. I tried to explain him that hospital
does not allow many people to visit hospital only two people can
enter in the hospital. She can travel with him but she needs to be
inside the cab till the IDM will completed. He shared the same
thing with his wife and she was okay with it. After half an hour
Donor’s wife again called me and told that we are scared of
COVID and we are not coming. She also asked me to stop the
process and not to call till locked down gets over. I knew they were
scared and tried to make her understand that DATRI has taken all
precautions to keep them safe. Finally, she agreed that after an
hour she will call and update.
I knew we can’t lose much time so I called Mitbhai for help again.
He agreed to talk to the donor and explained the situation. Meanwhile, I also called our recipient Ansuya’s husband Bharatbhai to
help us since donor stays close to his society. So Mitbhai spoke to
the donor from a donor perspective and Bharatbhai spoke to him
from the recipient’s perspective. All these talks were fruitful and
finally the donor also spoke to his father and got permission.
Around 8:30 pm donor called and confirmed his final consent.
Next day, Ishwar was there to do IDMs but without travel
permission he could not move from his house. I was in the collector office waiting for the permission. Donor Mit bhai was back up
option to do this IDM since he had a bank pass which allows him
to travel within the city. I shared IDM related documents with him
and he was also ready for the task. But thankfully around 8:45 pm
we got permission from collector to travel.
Thankfully the next day with the support of Dr Chirag and
Dr Dharmesh Donor’s IDMs was done.

Jalpa Sukhanandi
Head - Donor Recruitment and Counseling

During my initial days of interaction with the volunteers, it was
slightly challenging. Finding people who will happily show up and
do the work without hesitations can be a little tricky at first, but it is
possible if we pursue. This is my take-away after forming this army
of supporters. In the later days after strengthening the base, we
came up with a never before fundraising idea which was highly
convincing and motivating for the people to donate.
I am glad to explain in detail about the approach we have advocated to reach out to the people to #SAVEFROMHOME. With the
lockdown, we are eating ‘GHAR KA KHANA’ (Homemade food)
and staying at our home with "Zero travel expenses", so we
approached and asked them to think about donating a little from
these monthly savings. Maybe a day ZOMATO/Swiggy order or an
UBER/Ola ride is all that we asked for! And it worked well.

Best practice sharing for other region volunteers:
> A small group of determined and like-minded people can change
the course of history! said Mahatma Gandhi and how it cannot
work?! The volunteers were asked to connect with like-minded
people out of their 100 contacts and it worked.
> Explaining DATRI’s cause and its importance was essential.
Making them understand that being isolated is nothing new if
Cancer is diagnosed. The volunteers were asked to explain how
deadly blood disorders are and how isolation is nothing new for
our patients!
> Checking on someone always makes them feel special and
makes them listen to us attentively. With the COVID19
and
people being isolated from loved ones, checking on
each other before asking for an appeal made an
impact!
> Finally “GOOD THINGS TAKE TIME BUT
NEVER GIVE UP! " With a lot of ups and downs,
YAY's! And OH! NO's, Whatsapp texts and personal calls, we are successfully halfway through
the volunteer program and raised a good
amount of funds for DATRI to save lives!
I would also take this opportunity to thank all
our DATRI volunteers in other parts of the country who are striving to make a difference in a
patient’s life. Get in touch with your regional
coordinators to execute your ideas.

Kiran Mai Srinjia
Associate-Counsellor
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DATRI's Caring Corporates
Transworld Group joined hands with DATRI saving lives!
“DATRI Blood Stem Cell Donors Registry” is doing remarkable work in India in combating
blood cancer. I am pleased to extend Transworld Group’s support to the noble cause and I am
extremely proud of our colleagues who have registered globally to be potential donors. I am sure
that with each donor supporting the fight against cancer, we will be able to give a gift of life to
many battling the disease.”
– Ramesh Ramakrishnan, Chairman

I am proud to partner with DATRI as Transworld, to help them in their mission to create a donor
registry which helps patients suffering from fatal blood disorders like blood cancer, thalassemia,
leukaemia etc. They have a bilateral approach to address the social perception and lack of awareness about stem cell donation, while also creating a registry. DATRI has been steadfast in traversing the route to attain its vision of reaching out to every patient in need of life saving blood stem
cells. Global employees of Transworld have proudly registered as potential donors and I am
delighted to see their choice as well as determination to make a difference. I wish DATRI success
in their life-saving journey and I’m glad to be part of the initiative to gift a life.
– Anisha Ramakrishnan, Director, Corporate Responsibility

Transworld Group joined hands with DATRI by conducting a Global Campaign on #IamAndIWill Combat
Cancer in Partnership in February 2019 as part of the World Cancer Day celebrations. This campaign
was organized across offices in India, GCC region and Sri Lanka. Multiple awareness sessions on
categories of blood disorders and the procedures for Blood Stem cell donation were conducted by DATRI
representatives across 9 locations in India, 4 locations in GCC region and Sri Lanka. This was followed
by the voluntary registration of employees as Blood Stem Cell donors in each location. The awareness
sessions were attended by more than 600 people at Transworld Group. The Campaign recorded an
overwhelming response of 284 voluntary donor registrations.
DATRI needs support and generosity of our Corporate Partners. We would also like to collaborate with
new Corporate connections. If you are part of an organization or own an organization, you can get in
touch with us to know how you can support our life-saving mission. Please write to marcom@datri.org

We hope you enjoyed reading the first edition of our DATRI CONNECT - Newsletter and insights
on what makes DATRI work the way we do. Our mission to save lives has become tougher with the
hurdles of lockdown, restricted travel, social distancing etc due to COVID-19. But this phase also
gives us hope that we shall overcome the challenges together. We also look forward to your support
and guidance in the coming days and months.

We would like to know your feedback | suggestions or queries, please feel free to write to us marcom@datri.org

